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Introduction: On Installation and Site Specificity 

Erika Suderburg 

On the horizon, then, at the furthest edge of the possible, it is a matter of producing the space of 

the human species-the collective (generic) work of the species-on the model of what used to 

be called "art" ; indeed, it is still so called, but art no longer has any meaning at the level of an 

"object" isolated by and for the individual. 

- Henri Lefebvre, "Openings and Conclusions" 

Location and point of view are constantly shifting at the apex of time's flow. Language, memory, 

reflection, and fantasy may or may noc accompany the experience. Shift to recall of the spatial 

experience: objects and static v:ews flash in tl1e mind's space. A series of stills replaces the filmic 

real-time experience. Shift the focus from the exterior environment to that of the self in a spatial 

situation, and a parallel , qualitative break in experience between the real-time "I" and the recon-

stituting "me" prevails. As there are two types of selves known to the self, the " I" and the "me," 

there are two fundamental types of perception: that of temporal space and that of static, immedi-

ately present objects. The " I," which is essentially imageless, corresponds with the perception 

of space unfolding in the continuous present. The "me," a retrospective constituent, parallels 

the mode of object perception. Objects are obviously experienced in memory as well as in the 

present. . .. the constitution of culture involves the burdening of the "me" with objects. It is the 

mode of the relatively clear past tense. Space in this scheme has been thought of mainly as 

the distance between two objects. The aim of this narrative is to make space less transparent, to 

attempt to grasp its perceived nature ahead of those habitual cultural transformations that 

"know" always in the static mode of the "me. " 

-Robert Morris, "The Present Tense of Space" 

The line between art and life should be kept as fluid, and perhaps indistinct as possible. 

-Allan Kaprow, "The Event" 
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Tu suggest whar mighr be included in a histor f, y o an an fi 
to postulatT an archive that denies closure.: and ~c t . I b or.rn is . • a ters a els 
L·rnt t'IC ;1.~scmbly that seeks to col lect and inquire simul 'an cc-
c (.. . I . s· . . taneously I ,,pare, ,11ft>, ntaventum: , tturumg Installation llrt intends to · · 
rhc tcr111s of discussion and debate that have surrounde~I . chart 
. I . 'fi . I . in.stalla-t 1011 ;Ill( s1te-spcc1 c practices anc to provide new c · · I r 

. . ri t1ca rra.rn _ 
works that encourage a reth111k111g of their history. Th· . e 
. . . . is exam1na-

non takes place spec1fically 111 relation to various context · h. . . . s 1n w ich 
dllS work has been expenenced-art h1story target comm • . . . . . . . ' unities, 
and art 111stttut1ons-and 111 relatton to viewers and makers dd a ress-
ing the question of how the medium offers theoretical and co 

I h II · · · I h · · al d ncep-tua c a enges to mstttuttona , 1stonc , an conceptual assum _ 
. . d. P ttons 111 art tscourse. 

I have invited practicing artists, writers, art historians, and hy-
brids of all of those disciplines to address some of the issues at stake 
in installation and site-specific art. This volume seeks to examine 
critically and explore the situation of these works within divergent 
and varied spheres of meaning, including community space, corporate 
space, architectural hybrids, multimedia, cyberspace, environmental 
action, public and private ritual, political activism, governmental 
and private patronage systems, and the compelling and problema-
tized intersections created by all of these sites. 

In this zone of maximum hybridity, definitions fall flat. It is only 
at the intersection of practices located both self-consciously histori-
cally and within contemporary frameworks of debate that a defini-
tion can be tentatively constructed to address installation activity in 
Europe, Japan, and the Americas. Thus, we could begin by saying 
that installation is informed by a multitude of activities, including 
architecture douce (soft archirecrure),2 sec design, the Zen garden, 
happenings, bricolage, son et lumiere, spectacles, world's fairs, vernacu-
lar architecture, multimedia projections, urban gardens, shrines, land 
arr, earthworks, trade shows, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
panoramas, Arte Povera, follies, and the visionary environments of 
"folk" arrisrs.3 Collectively the work of installation and sire specifici-
ty engages the aural, spatial, visual, and environmental planes of per-
ception and interpretation. This work grows out of the collapse of 
medium specificity and the boundaries that had defined disciplines 
within the visual arts beginning in the 1960s. 

In 1973, Lucy Lippard would postulate the dematerialization of 
the object of arr: "for lack of a better term I have continued to refer 
to a process of dematerialization, or a de-emphasis on material aspects 
(uniqueness, permanence, decorative attractiveness). "4 Insrallation 
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. . ce nrc. 1crn1. nwJium , anJ prauicc acts as the assi111ilatnr of 
,l It ,l!' t'I • . • . 

. ·I ·ul·n.~s:-i( 111 of Intl Ul' lh.X s . 1 n 111st a lla t1011 the ohjcct has hec11 
,l fl l l !' . 
rc;nr;tnf.cd nr g.nhcrcd. synthl·s1zcd, expanded, and Jcmatc rialized . 

l) • ·I 1\un:n h ;1s dccbn.:d th:u site-specific as a term "has become Jllll · . 

I , ·kncvcJ ;llld 111c;111ingkss through use and abuse. " 'i Hal Foster, 1,,l . 
spc.lkin~ t)f Rid1ard ~err;\, says "for sculpture to harden into a thing-
.._·.trcgon· would be for sculpture to become monumental again-
for i.ts stnKtlll"C to he fctishized, its viewer frozen, its site forgotten, 
:u:.ain . In this light to deconstruct sculpture is to serve its ' internal 

1;cccssity' : to extend sculpture in relation to process, embodiment, 
;lnd site is ro remain within it."6 This volume hopes to counteract 
and complicate these paradigms and assertions by examining the 
definitions and legacies of site specificity and installation while ar-
ticulating a broad ran ge of theoretical, material, and conceptual 
practices. 

Toward Definition 

A more rigorously analytical reading of the history of modernist sculpture 
would have to acknowledge that most of its seemingly eterna l paradigms, 
which had been valid to some extent in late nineteenth-century sculpture 

(i.e .. the representation of individual, anthropomorphic, whol istic bodies in 
space, made of inert, but lasting, if not eternal matter and imbued with illu-
sionary moments of spurious life) , had been definitely abolished by 1913. 
Tatlin's corner-counter relief and his subsequent "Monument for the Third 
International" and Duchamp's readymades, both springing off the height of 

synthetic Cubism, constitute the extremes of an axis on which sculpture 
has been resting ever since (knowingly or not): the dialectics of sculpture 
between its function as a model for the aesthetic production of reality (e.g., 

its transition into architecture and design) or serving as a model investigat-
ing and contemplating the reality of aesthetic production (the readymade, 

the allegory). Or, more precisely: architecture on the one hand and epis-
temological model on the other are the two poles toward which relevant 
sculpture since then has tended to develop, both implying the eventual dis-
solution of its own discourse as sculpture. 

-Benjamin Buchloh, 
"Michael Asher and the Conclusion of Modernist Sculpture"7 
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l •" ·rs cnvironmcms, lanJscapcs, cityscapes 1111·1 d o 1 1..<..: • , ' 1 scape 
. ,,,·iltinns l·mild he filed under the terms site spe .;r . s• and iri. 

fl r , -l1.J11 and · 
! ·0,1 terms that have an equally complex history l '"t . . "''Jt,1//a. 
1 , . . . . · • 1l e specific d . . 

fnHll the ,lcl111ra11on and cxa111mat1011 of the site of th I . crrvc~ 
. . I b ·I , II . c ga lcry in h(lon tn SJ):t(l'. 11nconhnc( y t 1e g.i cry and 111 relar· re. 

. . . . . . . . ion to the s 
t.nor. As d1srnrs1vc rcrmrnology, sue specific is solely and · ~cc-

. I · W E A · precisely nlOrcd wit 1111 estcrn ·uro- mencan modernism b . · 
. . ' orn, as it we 

lod~ed between modernist notions of liberal progr . re, 
" essiveness a d 

rndical tropes both formal and conceptual. It is the re . . n 
. . . cognition on 

the part of m1111mahst and earthworks artists of the 196os and 
" · ,. · d f · If · f h 197os that stte 111 an o 1tse ts part o t e experience of the k f 

. ' . wor o an 
Robert Sm1thsons use of the terms stte and nonsite to label h' · is works 
that removed samples from exterior sites and placed them · h into t e 
"neutral" space of the gallery demanded an expansion of what could 
be thought of as art. Content could be space, space could be c oment 
as sculpture was extrapolated into and upon its site. It was an exarni~ 
nation of the very foundations of modernism (gallery as "site"), and 
later, as earthworks claimed land as site, it was an examination of the 
foundations of landscape and the natural. 8 With earthworks artists 
and with Smithson in particular the sheer expanse of "the natural" 
became an extension of minimalism's delineation of what Robert 
Morris called "primary structure," which in turn suggested that art-
work must be reactive to its site, informed by the contents and mate-
rials of its actual location, whether they be industrially, "naturally," 
or conceptually produced. 

Installation is the noun form of the verb to install, the functional 
movement of placing the work of art in the "neutral" void of gallery 
or museum. Unlike earthworks, it initially focused on institutional 
art spaces and public spaces that could be altered through "installa-
tion" as an action. "To install" is a process that must take place each 
time an exhibition is mounted ; "installation" is the art form that 
takes note of the perimeters of that space and reconfigures it. The 
ideological impossibility of the neutrality of any site contributes to 

the expansion and application of installation, where sculptural forms 
occupy and reconfigure not just institutional space but the space of 
objecthood as well. As Douglas Crimp has noted of installation's 
minimalist precursor: 

Minimal objects redirected consciousness back on itself and the 
real-world conditions that ground consciousness. The coordinates 
of perception were established as existing not only between spec-
tator and the work but among spectator, artwork, and rhe place 
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inhabired by horh . This was accomplished either hy eliminating 
the object's internal relationships altogether or hy makin~ those 
rdarionships ,\ fu111.: tio11 of simple .~trnctural repetition, of "one 
thin~ ;titer arwthcr." \'v'hatevcr relationship was now to he per-
ceived w;1~ ._·ontinbent on the viewer's temporal movement in the 
spht·re slun .. ·d with the object. Thus the work belonged to its site; 
if its site were to change, so would the interrelationship of object, 
.. ·nntl'Xt. ,rnd viewer. Such a reorientation of the perceptual expe-
rit'rKe of arr made the viewer, in effect, the subject of the work, 
whereas under the reign of modernist idealism this privileged po-
si tion devolved ultimately on the artist, the sole generator of the 
artwork's form al relationships. 9 

The site of installation becomes a primary part of the content of the 
work itself, but it also posits a critique of the practice of art-making 
within the institution by examining the ideological and institutional 
frameworks that support and exhibit the work of art. "To install" 
becomes not a gesture of hanging the work of art or positioning a 
sculpture, but an art practice in and of itself. Crimp goes on to dis-
cuss artists such as Daniel Buren, Hans Haacke, and Michael Asher-
artists who expanded the original tenets of site specificity with mate-
rialist critiques. 

Speaking of the infamous removal of Richard Serra's Tilted Arc 
from its public site, Crimp problematizes both the reception of the 
piece and also the recuperation of site specificity within art discourse 
to serve seemingly opposite claims of conceptual radicality and time-
less aestheticism: 

The larger public's incomprehension in the face of Serra's asser-
tion of site specificity is the incomprehension of the radical pre-
rogatives of a historic moment in art practice. "To remove the 
work is to destroy the work" was made self-evident to anyone 
who had seen "Splashings" literalization of the assertion, and it is 
that which provided the background of "TiltedArc"for its defend-
ers. But they could not be expected to explain, within the short 
time of their testimonies, a complex history that had been deliber-
ately suppressed. The public's ignorance is, of course, an enforced 
ignorance, for not only is cultural production maintained as the 
privilege of a small minority, but it is not in the interests of the in-
stitution's art and the forces they serve ro produce knowledge of 
radical practices even for their specialized audience. And this is 
particularly the case for those practices whose goal is a materialiSr 
critique of the presuppositions of those very institutions. Such 
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pr,1, 11,:cs attcmpr to reveal the material condirions of rl . 
. . . 1c Work of 

.irt. 11.~ mode ol producuon and rcccpt1011, the instirut' I 
. . . . . 1011a sup-

porrs ot 11s l'trculatton , the power relattons represented b h 
. Y t ese 

i11stiru1ions- tn short, everything that is disguised by t cl ' . ra tttonal 
,1cs1hetic discourse. Nevertheless, these practices have subs equcnr-
lv hecn recuperated by that very discourse as reflecting J.l · gto~ 
more episode in a continuous development of modern art M • any 
of " Tilted Arc's'' defenders, some representing official art pol' · 1c1es, 
argued for a notion of site specificity that reduced it to a purely 
aesthetic category. 10 

The trajectory from Smithson to Crimp traces the development 
of an art practice designated within a particular sphere of theoretical 
and conceptual boundaries that claim its radicality. The conclusion 
of sculpture is declared, with installation and site-specific art awk-
wardly occupying part of its terrain . 

Updating Richard Wagner's original operatic definition, Walter 
Gropius theorized architecture as the Gesamtkunstwerk, or total work 
of art. Architecture was to assimilate all forms of the visual and per-
forming arts into a single totalizing project that would define the 
twentieth century. The Bauhaus would attempt to resolve the split 
between art and craft as well as performer and audience, the aliena-
tion of the subject from art, and the artist's alienation from tech-
nology and commerce. In the totalized project of art, object-making, 
music-making, and building would form a singular modernist unity. 
Installation aspires to this continuum. 

The material content and constitution of installation suggests 
ever more complex and varied sources and legacies, including every-
thing from Neolithic standing stones to eighteenth-century human 
garden statuary up to contemporary video projects. Installation tra-
verses upon and draws from disparate legacies, from Fidelis Schabet's 
Grotto of Venus built for "Mad" King Ludwig II in 1876 (which 
sported an interior, underground lake complete with swans) to 

Simon Rodia's \-¼tts Towers (hand built from urban detritus in Sourh 

Central Los Angeles between 1921 and 1954 and including a 102-foot· 
high central spire encrusted with glass bottles and crockery). The 
desires chat motivate installation-to fabricate interior and exterior 
environments, to alter surfaces until they envelop the viewer, ro 
construcc "all-over" compositions utilizing natural and man-made 
objects, and to reallocate and disorder space-can be situated in re-
lation to myriad historical art movements and smaller, sometimes 
private domescic actions. The artists of the dada, happenings, FJuxus, 
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· and Arte Povcra nwvcmcnt s have all 11roduccJ work 1956 
,itu;1tioniSr. Jwm <)'Corrn;in t,,,u<P. l'~c,;, 1>1 
·. 1· ··ttin· of these UHKcrns, as liav<' so -called v1s1onary, e n v iro n- <;,it,wr, M11ravarru s,1/111hm lldl-o 
IIHll\ • · \k · rw,,,1< fJoxJ ·1,t"I or to . ;nnsts. 1nl: •• • Stio, r, <.h1milrnr,1,, I\ 11/c,rl< to lfo 

l,ocncd in the intersection of the collection, the monument, the WalkP.<} On 

1,.
1
, •uH.\ the domcst ic i ntcrior, works of installation and site- John Cage. N'!w S<. hoc.lfor Social 

t:_,\fU'- • • l <co;earch. r:lass in e1pP.nm~n-
lnl comix,s1t1on ~pccihc practicc:s can be posited in several locations that predate 

!:.mcry Blagdon Healing Machines. 
1956--84 modernist genres and labels. l would suggest that both the Wunder-

/umunern. or cabinets de curiosite (cabinets of curiosities or wonders) , 
1957 

and the Kunstkammern (room-sized collections of art and intriguing First Gutai Theater Art 

oh·iects) from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries have more The Situationist International 
Sister Gertrude Morgan, 

than a passing resemblance to the contemporary practice of installa- Everlasting Gospel Revelation 

tion. They were the personal and idiosyncratic collections of private 
individuals that predate the establishment of public museums in 

Mission 
Peter Kubeika. Schwechater. 

1957- 58 

d ft h · d h · 1 · d h c d · c Lina Bo Sardi , Museu de Arte de Europe an are o en c aractenze as avmg ai t e roun auon ror 530 Paulo, 1957_68 
the establishment of the modern museum. 11 Sibyl Moholy-Nagy. Na/Ive Genius 

k d f 11 · f · h in Anonymous Architecture Wunder ammern were compose o co ecuons o items c osen Gaston Bachelard , Poetique de 
not because of their historical value as antiquities or their monetary l'espace 

worth but because the collectors found the objects pleasing and 1958 
demonstrative of the "wonders of the world," whether natural, Jannis Kounellis, Metamorphosis. 

1958-84 spiritual, or man-made. The objects in a Wunderkammer were 
arranged according to circumference, height, weight, color, lumi- 1959 

l k d k Allan Kaprow. 18 Happenings in nosicy, transparency, or i e geometries. A Wun er ammer might 6 Parts 

juxtapose a group of ostrich eggs with marble acorn garden orna-
ments, or a wooden bow with the thigh bones of an antelope. 
Barbara Maria Stafford, in one of several extensive explorations of 
the Wunderkammers placement in the historical discourse of the 
eighteenth century, recounts the reaction of neoclassical critics to 
the Wunderkammers "past crimes": "Lord Shaftesbury, the Abbe 
Batteux, Winckelmann, and Lessing excoriated conspicuously arti-

Red Grooms, The Burning 
Building 

Pinot Gallizio, La caverna 
dell'antimateria (Cave of 
Antimatter) 

Robert Rauschenberg, 
Monogram 

Otto Piene, Archaic Light Ballet 
Neo-concrete, manifesto 

ficial and extravagant manufacture. They termed 'deformed' and 
'unnatural' any egalitarian or truly interdisciplinary hybrids. These 1960 

Lygia Clark, Bichos (Animals). 

Gustav Metzger. Auto-Destrucllve 
Art, manifesto 

dissonant decorative mixtures graced the heteroclite cabinet de cu- 1960- 66 
· · ' A Jean linguely, Homage to New rioszte. ccording to unsympathetic critics the equivocal ornamental York 

grotesque embodied everything that was excessive, contaminated, RobertWhitman. TheAmer,can 
d Moon an 'monstrous' about the uncontrolled imagination." 12 This lack Groupe de Recherche d'Art Visuel 

of homogeneity is precisely what makes the Wunderkammer such Pierre Restany, Nouveau reallsme. 
manifesto 

an intriguing precursor to installation art. It suggests as well a con-
nectivity to acts of intimate material collection and repositioning 

Jean-Jacques Lebel, The Anll-
Proces 

Howard Finster, Paradise Garaen. 
such as curio or souvenir cabinets, personal altars, roadside and 1960s- 1970s 
h'k• Arman. Le plem 1 ing memorials, and autobiographical mantelpiece groupings, 
all of which take the institutional scale of the Wunderkammer and 
dissolve and redistribute this passion for knowledge through the 



1961 
Allan Kaprow. Yard 
Edward KienllOll . c>n ·:S 
George Brecht Th1C't' Aau&"11~ 

Events 
JE>an T,ngucl . R~,t'(•11 R,wschen 

t,er1,c. Jas~r John-.. and N1l..1 de 
Saint f'halle. H~vn~e t.J [)av,d 
T,Ak>r 

Claes Oldenburg. The Stt,,~, 
,1-., de Saint f'halle. t,r 

Yves Kleon. Le v,de 
Masanot>u Yoshimura. M1. 

Sadada :S Drawing Room 
P,erc, Manzono. Base mag,ca 

1962 
Judson Dance Theatre 
Ben Vautier. Le magasin de Ben 
Carolee Schneemann Eye Body 
AKTUAL group 
Eoward James, La Conchita, Xihtla . 

1962-84 
Wolf Vostell, de-coll/age: Bulletin 

4ktuellen ldeen (De-coll/age: 
Bulletin of Current Ideas). 
1962-69 

Yves Klern sale of a zone of 
lnmatenal P,ctonal Sens,bi//ty 

1963 
Hans Haacke Condenszuon Cube 
George Segal, Fil/mg Sralion 

am June Park Exposition of 
Mus,c-Electromc Television 

Stan Vanderbeek, The Movie-
Dro,ne 

F·anz Erhard Waltner, Wersatz. 
1963- 69 

Claes Oldenburg, Bedroom 
Ensemble 

Gerhard Richter and Konrad Cveg, 
Life wrth Pop: A Demonstration 
for Capitalist Realism 

1964 
Yayoi Kus.ama Env,ronment 
Robert Morris and Carolee 

Schneemann, Site 
H1 Red Center, Movement to 

Promote the Cleanup of the 
Metropohtan Area (Be Clean') 

Edward Kienholz, Back Seat 
Dodge '38 

Mark Rothko. Rothko Chapel, 
1964-67 

196S 
Billy Kluver and Robert Rauschen-

berg, Oracle 
Yoko Ono. Cut Piece 
Wiener Aktionsgruppe (Viennese 

Action group) 
Nam June Paik. Magnet TV 

8 Introduction 

consumption and arrangement of ohjccts 011 a 
rnore inti a,:ross the everyday. mate -~talc 

In their cmnmitment to collection as the f, art orm of 
m ent and to a celebration of the wonders of th f, arrange. 

e ound b· \f/underkammern suggest a curious theoretical con . 0 Ject, 
nect1on with h 

employment of chance operations in avant-garde rn d . t e 
, o ern1st w k 

such as Marcel Duchamps Three Standard Stoppa es (i or s 
J h C , / C''- . d . l 913-14) or o n ages mng generate mus1ca compositions f h . . . - o t e 19 These applied composmonal systems relied on the designated .;05

· 

controllable" event as a way to intervene in conventional . un-
. . notions of 

taste and authorship. This method was sanctioned precise! be 
. . al d. 1 . . d d · y cause composition 1sso ution intro uce mto art processes a remov 1 

of individual authorship's ·perimeters of "control" and "original e:-
ture." The liberating arbitrariness of chance operations migh; be 
likened to the obliteration of scientific classification exercised in 
these personal cabinets. Wunderkammern evoke (in retrospect) some 
of the foundational impulses, along with happenings and minimal-
ism, for works of installation and site-specific art. Ben Vautier's 
Living Sculpture (1962), Alison Knowles's Gentle Surprises for the 
Ear (with Philip Corner and Bill Fontana, 1975), Yayoi Kusama's 
Aggregation: One Thousand Boats (1964), Ann Hamilton's Palimpsests 
(1989) , Mona H atourn's Light Sentence (1992), or David Wilson's on-
going The Museum of Jurassic Technology all employ the institutional 
room or adaptive domestic interior as a space of collection and 
dissection-cabinets of selection and display, objects arranged for 
evocation, bewilderment, and enchantment. Like their dadaist kin, 
they expanded the notion of collection and designation as a gesture 
of authorship in opposition to and/or in disregard of sanctioned sys-
tems of classification and historicization. 

We can postulate the Wunderkammers "excessive" "monstrous" 
as linked to the phenomenon of the "folly.,, The term folly refers to 
structures built primarily between 1720 and 1850 by individuals out-
side the architectural institutional "norm"; follies were often defiant-
ly and proudly ancifunctional, existing cross-culcurally beyond well-
charted Euro-Western tangencs. 13 Follies are indicative of a desire co 
construct a "unique" and signifying gesture privately inside one's 
home or publicly in yards and grounds surrounding one's residence. 
They have been postulated as motivated by a sering of factors: a de-
sire to be seen, a vision, perceived religious or civic witnessing, a 
desire to commemorate oneself or a designated population, and a 
desire to alleviate the maker's own sense of alienation in relation to 
his or her community. 14 Follies are literally "made by fools, " outside 
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I rchitcctural standard and often useless as shelter and baffling as t \l' ;\ 

n, 0 nu ml' n t. 
Relegated to the ideologically questionable status of outsider or 

folk art, follies have no "use value" except as sites of tourism and can-
not be recuperated as "fine art." Outsider, folk, primitive, and vision-
ary are all terms that are the subject of deep scrutiny and present a 

uandary for writing about work designated as outside the mod-
;rnist canon. Regional, urban, racist, and xenophobic bias can be re-
flected in the deployment of these terms, and they should be exam-
ined with a great deal of skepticism. This skepticism can be attached 
as well to the terms high and low art, terms that reflect some of the 
same problems and bear more than a passing resemblance to the op-
positions set up between fine and folk art. Follies are vernacular ar-
chitectural sites divorced from sanctioned art exhibition spaces and 
later rediscovered, as distinctions between "high" and "low" art came 
to be seen (by artists of the 1960s) as exclusionary obfuscations in 
need of eradication. 

The work of the vernacular artist came to be reexamined in the 
context of the environments of happenings; follies and folk environ-
ments were fetishized as "pure" indicators of the direction the move-
ment could take. The standard distinctions made between popular 
or folk culture and the fine arcs, that is, "low" art versus "high" art, 
the unschooled naif versus the trained artist, were broken down 
within the modernist avant-garde. Historically this is demonstrated 
in one direction as Die Bri.icke (the Bridge) assimilates G erman folk 
woodcuts in the early 1900s and in the other as the Bauhaus at-
tempts to incorporate industrial mass production and eradicate the 
distinction between art and design in the 1920s and 1930s. Contem-
poraneously this collapse of distinctions is further complicated by 
the reemployment of historically "folk" antecedents, often of spiritu-
al and metaphysical "use value," as revisioned, for example, in the 
work of Betye Saar, in various installation works like Miti (1973) and 
Miti Receives (1977) that evoke, invoke, and employ objects re-
configured from Haitian voodoo, West African altar practices, and 
Brazilian Santeria, objects derived from ritual and structured wor-
ship. Her installations riff on the "innate and accumulated aura of 
the individual object," sanctifying space through object. 15 "Folk" is 
rearticulated in material form, and the content and process of wor-
ship, celebration, guardianship, and protective commemoration is 
deployed by Saar as an integral, not merely referential, gesture. The 
distinction between folk or popular practice, the life of the every-
day, sustenance, and its designation as "art" further compounds the 

19'5 (continued) 
P;iolo Soleri. Arcosant1 begun 
Alan Sonhst. Time Landscape"' 

19'6 
Robert Mom<,, Steam 
John Latham Art and Culture 
Tony Conrad. The Flicker 
John Cage. Vanations VII. oart of 

Nine Evenings of Theater and 
Engineering 

Steve Paxton. Physical Things 
Yvonne Rainer. Gamage 

Discreteness 
Al Hansen. Th,rd Rail Gallery of 

Current Art 
Lucinda Childs. Veh1xe 
Takis. Signals 
Yayo1 Kusama. Narcissus Garden 
David Tudor. Bandoneon! 

(A Combine) 
Michelangelo Pistoletto. Globe 
Experiments 1n Art and Technology 

(E.A.T.) group formed 
Allan Kaprow, Assemblage, 

Environments, and Happenings 

1967 
Buckminster Fuller. Floating 

Geodesic Spheres (unbuilt but 
patented) 

Udo Kultermann. The New 
Sculpture 

Joseph Beuys, Eurasianstaff 
Michael Fried. Art and Objecthood 
Eva Hesse. Repeh/lon 19 
Robert Breer. Floats 
Ian Hamilton Finlay begins garden 
Maria Nordman. Studio Pieces. 

1967- 70 
Otto Piene, Fire Flower Power 
Richard Artschwager, blps 

1968 
Germano Celant. Arte Povera. 

Azione Povera exhibition 
lmi Knoebl. Raum 19 (Room 19) 
Eric Orr. Wall Shadow 
Daniel Spoerri. Le com du 

Restaurant Spoem 
Mira Schendel, Objetos graficos 
Bruce Nauman. Performance 

Corridor 
Richard Serra. Splashing 
Lygia Pape. Divisor 
James Seawright. Electron,c 

Peristyle 
Richard Long, A Lme Made by 

Walking 
Dennis Oppenheim. Annual Rmgs 
Les Levine. Iris 
Jack Burnham, Beyond Modern 

Sculpture 
Jean Du buffet. Le jardm d'hiver 



1969 
11,111~ l ; <k•Mr ano lr,1 S, hnrut~r 

W'f't'l 'l, ·lt> 

I ,,,f,.. 4 ~1 , .. , h t ,n 
,;t•i-: ,_ R,•t,,,,,I1,•a 1Amt>1•ntiJct0n) 
J,rn-,,, l\i'llllt'''''· t 'av,1 1, I Horse, ) 
I,,rtw 1la11mg,1rtrn. 1efltl 

t·, -."llnrtil 1%9- 84 
ll·r ter Roth. GarrensAulptur 

tiarden S.:11lpture). 1969 83 
Gut>mlla Art Actf0/1 group (GAAG) 

Mu~ om of ModPrn Art Ac/Ion 
rn.., 31 

JC'hn Lennon and Yo~o Ono. 
BNJm 

Lea lubhn. Fluvro Subtunal 
Robert Sm1Ihson. No11s1tes first 

exhibited 
Allan Ruppersberg. Al 's Cafe 
Robert Morns. Contmuous Pro1ect 

Altered Daily 
Jan Drbbets. Shadow Piece 
Mrchael Herzer begins Double 

Negative 
Bruce Nauman. Lrveffaped Video 

Comdor 
Hans Haacke, Fog. Water. 

Erosion 
German Celant. ed., Arte Povera 
Harold Rosenberg. Artworks and 

Packages 
Robert F1ll1ou, Permanent Creation 

Too/ Shed 

1970 
Robert Smithson, Spiral Jetty 
Larry Bell, The Leaning Room 
Jack Smith. The Brassieres of 

Atlantis 
Robert Cumming, Sentence 

Structures 
Willoughby Sharp, Avalanche 

journal, 1970-76 
Bonnre Sherk, Portable Parks 
E.A.T., Pepsi Pavilion. Osaka 

World's Fair 
Terry Fox. Cellar 
John Baldessan, Cremation 

PrOJect 
Gilbert and George, Singing 

Sculpture 
Peter Hutchinson, Par,cut Volcano 

PrOJect 
Wolf Vostell, Akt1onen, Happenings 

und Oemonstrat1onen se,t 
1965 

Edward Ruscha, Chocolate Room, 
1970-95 

Bas Jan Adler, Light Vulnerable 
ObJects Threatened by Eight 
Cement Bocks 
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collapse of Jist incrions. A work such as Victor G . . , 
. . . . . . rippo~ C of ti 7mdrttonlll Rum/ Ovm Jvr Makmg Hrea,' ( 011str 11ct . a '972) . . 1011 

anist anJ a rural worker baked bread for onlo k ' in which th 
. o e" on t 

Aires street, made manifest the opposition of urban a Buenri; 
" 1 ., rrh . l'd·c. d ao<l rur I I and cu ture. e action so 1 tne a refusal of b a, allf>r 

. . . 0 undary 6 culture and the quot1d1an, a defining modernist etween . . . . trope that . 
lation claims as partial defi111t1on. The happenin . tns1~1 . . gs artists' i 
in vernacular Amencan folk artists fundamentaliz h· ntere,1 . . . es t is trad. . 
Allan Kaprow can be Justly credited with pointedly . . 1t10n. 

. . . . erasing high/I 
oppos1t1ons 111 his book Assemblage, Environments, and H. _ow 
(1966), in which he makes no distinction between Clare 5appen_,ngs 

nee chm,d, 
recycled dwelling/folly/environment and a performan h . ts . ce appen,n 
by Wolf Vostell. From the mverted cone of the nineteenth-c g 
Mad jack's Fuller's Folly in Dallington, England, to Gr::~ury 
Prisbrey's Bottle Village (1955-88) in Simi Valley, Californ· r ll~a ia, io ies 
served as personal landmarks and/ or ingenious ways to house collec-
tions chat had gotten out of hand. Grandma Prisbrey constructed a 
series of dwellings from discarded materials-a pencil house, a doll. 
house, a shrine of all religions, a schoolhouse, a shell house, and a 
rumpus room fabricated out of thousands of intact bottles carefully 
laid in cement. Her compound held all the requirements of a village, 
a model and manageable universe of recyclables, safely enfolding the 
domestic. When asked how Bottle Village got started, Mrs. Prisbrey 
simply said that she needed a place to house her pencil collection.'6 
These projects remain within the idiosyncratic; their dependence 
on fetish, repetition, found objects, enclosure, assemblage, and the 
aesthetic of refuse prompt their inclusion in our wildly burgeoning 
definition of "installation art." With the folly, the cabinet can mi-
raculously grow into architecture and beyond. 

Within art history, installation art (a solely Western art-historical 
construct) is generally seen as having originated at a moment of 
revelation, as a sanctioned modernist chance encounter, or a colli-
sion of folly with the surrealist revolution. Ferdinand Cheval's Palais 
ideal (constructed between 1879 and 1912 in the rural village of 
Hauterives, south of Lyons, France) was a structure builc around a 
found object, a piece of indigenous tufa stone happened upon while 
Cheval walked his postal route in Drome, France. His daydream of 
che Palais ideal relieved the boredom of his postal journeys. Rising 
c h . . f: Cheval rrom t e suggesttveness of the shape of his first tu a stone, 
b ·1 l d h' n comb, u1 t ant er an tree-branch steeples fanciful beasts, ts ow 

d f l . . ' . ·nrricatel)' an towers o sea agm1te-like forms. Mynad shapes were 1 . 
. d. woven mto supporting walls and crossbeams, molde into a 
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• r, .. ,1111cctcd stnH.:rnre of sheer fancifulnc.~s.17 Andre 8rcton iden-ttHC ~v • 

tilicd this tufa explosion as the surrealist momcnr- the found object 
rcbsing rhe phantasm. His Manifesto ofSurrealism (1924) demand-
ed .ln end to logic. and the Pa/a;s idealhecamc an icon in the surreal-
ist pantheon, an explication of the call to disorder the senses. The 
grottoes and winding staircases of Palais ideal mine space in a way 
;hat suggests site-specific practice, excavating the natural site and 
·:isting it anew based on materials uncovered and reconfigured. A '-• 

single site-specific found element becomes the catalyst for construct-
ing an environmentally all-encompassing, self-reflexive, and multi-
focused work. The Palais ideal was an environment that required 
witnessing, exploration, and domestic occupation, actions funda-
mentally in contradistinction to the contemplation of an object iso-
lated in neutral space. With the Palais ideal, "neutral space" could be 
quietly retired. Less than a century later, Lygia Clark's Are pedra (Air 
and stone) (1966) , a work literally formed around a bag of air cradled 
between cupped hands that floats a smooth round stone, speaks of 
another private site of origin, the sculptural resonance of the found 
object fashioned to body scale. Clark forms a hand-held portable 
installation, a macrocosm of Cheval's monumentality. Are pedra in-
corporates the corporal as site, grafting the inanimate unto flesh and 
vice versa. Clark installs herself around a catalyst of air and stone, as 
air and stone mold themselves to her shape. 18 Site is occupied and 
engendered through found object, as it is reshaped and animated 
through space and occupier of space. 

Kurt Schwitters's Merz bau (1920- 43) exemplifies this mutation 
of object into environment. Growing from an earlier assemblage, 
Column of Erotic Misery, which Schwitters constructed in his living 
room, Merzbau was literally a living installation, occupied as it was 
by Schwitters, his wife, and his children, who must have devised in-
ventive ways to become one with assemblage. Merzbau's walls were 
carved into and then plastered over, doorjambs were extended, and 
runways for a guinea pig were constructed under ceiling planes that 
~ad _been lowered at jarring cubist angles. Cubist collage and expres-
Sionism cohabitated somewhat precariously in Schwitters's domestic 
experiment. Thwarted by lack of space, at one point he moved the 
upStairs tenant out, cut the ceiling free, and extended Merzbau 
through the Aoor above. A hand-built cubist assemblage, Merz bau 
wa~ irretrievably bombed into oblivion by Allied forces during :«0rld War II, a technological obliteration of space perhaps symbol-
ic of the passing of the hand-built into the machine-made. 

Into this indexed time line is interjected a more portable vehicle 

1971 
Charles Sornontl,, Dwelling 
Maria Nordman. stucJIO mstallat,on~ 
C1lcJo Meireles. Insertions mto 

lrleolog1cal Circwt~. Coca-Co/;1 
Project 

Charles Ross. Star A.tis begun 
Christo. Valley Curtain 
Hanne Oarboven, One Century ,n 

One Year 
Daniel Buren, Presence-Absence 
Robert Irwin, Fractured L1ght-

Part1al Scom Ce1lmg-
Eye-Level W,re 

Lili Oujoune, American Imperialism 
Joseph Kosuth ' The Eighth 

Investigation. Proposition One 
Walter De Mana, The Lightning 

Field. 1971 77 
Bruce Nauman. Green Light 

Corridor 

1972 
Alice Aycock, Maze 
Conrad Atkinson, Stoke at 

Brannon's 
Woman house 
Christo and Jeanne-Claude. 

Running Fence, 1972-76 
Jonathan Borofsky, Age Piece 
Vilo Acconci , Seed Bed 
Peter Campus, Interface 
Jochen Gerz, Exhibition of Jochen 

Gerz in Front of His Exhibition 
George Maciunas, One Year 

(12BLB) 
E.A.T.: Billy Kluver. Julie Martin, 

and Barbara Rose, eds., 
Pavilion 

Harold Rosenberg, The Oe-
Oefinition of Art: Action to Pop 
to Earthworks 

Gyorgy Kepes. ed., Arts of the 
Environment 

Roger Cardinal, Outsider Art 
Ursula Meyer. Conceptual Art 

1973 
Peter Weibel. Die Kruzifikation der 

ldenti/iJt 
Alice Aycock, Low Building with 

Dirt Roof 
Nancy Holt. Sun Tunnels. 

1973-76 
Judy Chicago, The Dinner Party. 

1973-79 
Ana Mendieta. Silueta Series, 

1973-80 
Lucy Lippard. Six Years: The 

Oematenaliza/lon of the Art 
Object from 1966 to 1972 

Gregory Battcock . Idea Art: A 
Critical Anthology 
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M1(hJ,.'l Sr . T"'' :-... 1,•s lo I l l'fy 

St"" 
Be1,1 KOil'!. flih •flJr. 
,tiari<'< S,m,111-i, 1,.1~<1r,1 t ,<V>,."<' 

l 1, ·a 1.J/l'I.I J .'>.' "Nt> t,"1 
F,a ''•"""-' T11nnt• Rem.1•n~ a•i.1 

,~," :in Matta Clark. Spl,ftmg 
R,, ~,t Morn<., Strum 
~u~n H1lk'r Dream Mawm~ 
A'll farm Cadillac R11,,.;h 
Jc,-,.>pn B<-1 / / r I! Am1>nca and 

Amer..::a Li~es Me 
Wa'tr, De Maro,,. Darmstadt Earth 

Room 
C,1rolee Schneemann. Up to and 

lnclud,ng Her L1m1ts. 1974- 76 
'am June Paik. n1 Garden. 

1974 78 
Bonnie Sheri(, "The Farm. Cross-

roads Community. 1974 80 
James Turrell. Roden Crater. 

974-present 
t-'enn Lefebvre. The Produc/lon of 

Soace 
Adrian Henri. Environments and 

Haopemngs 

1975 
Gordon Matta-Clark. Conical 

lntersecJ 
Marcel Broodthaers. La salle 

blanche 
Ant Farm, Med,a Bum 
Michel Thevoz. An brut 
Sh1geko Kubota. Nude Descending 

a Sta,rcase 
Dan Graham. Two Viewmg Rooms 
Nancy Buchanan. Twin Corners 
Alison Knowles (with Philip Corner 

and Bill Fontana). Gentle 
Surpr1ses for the Ear 

Hans Haacke. Framing and Being 
Framed: Seven Works. 1970-75 

David Ireland. house begun 
Rooert Irwin. Black-Line Volume 

1976 
Jody Pinto. Spotted Bundle 
Sh1geko Kubota, Three Mountains, 

1976-79 
Feminist Art Workers, 1976-80 
Rooert Wilson, Spaceman, 

1976-84 
bdy Baca. The Great Wall of Los 

Angeles. 1976-present 
Dieter Roth, Flachen Abfa/1 (Fial 

Trash) 

1971 
Mary BP.th Edelson. Fire Ring 
Jae~ Bakr:r The Museum of 

Ne1g/lfxxhood Phenomena 
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of sparial occupation: Uszl6 Moholy-Nagy's Li ht-S 
) I . I k' · · g 'f>ace Mod '-( 192.3- _~o , w llC 1 was a met1c mach1nc/sculpt h ""'to, . , ure t at sa . 

middle of an enclosed space. Ir was designed to h ' t ltJ the 
projected onto it, thereby throwing light and pattave a specific fillll 

ern onto th 
of any room. It transformed interiors by casting g . e Walls 

. . . eometnc shad 
as different levels of the machine spun in front of the fil , ~ws 
tion beam, leaving sections of the room alternately Ii ht a mds proJec. 

I h. . · h g 11 dark r was par or mac me proJectmg t e veneer of technolo , · t 

} d . . . L . h S gy s geometry over t 1e omestJC mtenor. tg, t- ipace Modulator se . . . rves as a teni 
plate for issues of proJect1011, temporal content, and spatial re . · 

· · h. 'd d fil · all · onen. tat1on wit m v1 eo an m mst auon and related "m I . . . . . . u t1rned,a • 
Apparatuses that disrupt exh1bmon or private space pla . · 

I · h' d fi · · f · all y an •ni-portant ro e m t ts e nttlon o mst ation as a machine f a1· , . . o re ign-
n:en~. Marcel Duc~a~p s Mile of String was designed to impede the 
v1ewmg of the pamtmgs at the 1942 surrealist exhibition · N in ew 
York. 19 Its installation made impossible normative viewing of the an 
object, and only by literally destroying Mile of String could the view. 
er recapture the traditional relationship between viewer and obJ·e Ct. 
It altered the terms of public art exhibition in much the same wa 
that his domestic readymade Door: II, rue Larrey (1927) had red:. 
fined private space. As a door that could only shut off one room or 
the other, but never simultaneously offer closure to both, Door: II, 
rue Larrey bisected domestic safety and made a mockery of privacy 
and containment. Duchamp reorganized the space of occupancy and 
exhibition, installing a designated artwork that is equally functional 
and a dysfunctional door that can be redesignated at will as art. The 
audience/visitor chooses ,vhich aspect will be "installed" at whar 
time. These works made ephemeral allusion to the absence and pres-
ence of space and to the notion of space as an unfixable entity, as il-
lusionary and mutable. On an epic scale (appropriate to its desire to 

miniaturize the viewer in relation to absolute power), Albert Speer's 
Cathedral of Light (1934) was a circumference of columns made up 
entirely of spotlights. Designed to illuminate Nazi stadium rallies, 
they existed as temporarily blinding monuments, occupying airspace 
and the newly claimed Fascist public sphere. Cathedral of Light and 
Light R.am Modulator represent the quandaries of the machine-a~e 
fetish and political nuance and serve as markers for multimedi~, 
technology-based art forms that negotiated the confines of domesuc 
and public space. f 

Many years later, in the late 1950s, Yves Klein sells shares 0 

gallery air, continuing in the footsteps of Duchamp's Monte C~rlo 
Bond (1924) and its playful twisting of art and commerce. Arcenoon 
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I t·licological and commercial implication of making a work of 
f\l t lC I 

. >111hincs with performative aspects as the artist becomes a char-art d · 

r 1· 11 the work of an, conceptuaJly and figuratively. The gallery ;KtC 
·e itself becomes material , sold off as shares in the promise of art. spa<.: · . . , 

The Gutai group Ill Japan tn the 1950s and Allan Kap rows perfor-
mance process pieces of the 1950s and 1960s continue this explo-
ration of the artist as performer-author: they expand the space de-
fined by turning assemblage and action painting into environment 
through interjecting the author as performer and instigator. 20 The 
Gutai group sculpted earth with bodies, erected and disassembled 
dwellings, and destroyed paintings' spacial illusion by violently pene-
trating their surfaces with arrows and leaping bodies, thereby recon-
figuring the space of art-making through bodily interventions and 
spatial disassembling. The artist is implicated in the work of art, as 
he or she becomes content, material, and process. These actions 
move che artist into public and institutional space-a space chat 
includes Marcel Broodthaers, D aniel Buren, and Michael Asher's 
deconscructive museum and gallery "augmentations." These are ac-
tions char define the environs of installation as practice, reconfigur-
ing notions of occupancy, material forms, and the body's relation-
ship to the space it occupies and incessantly reformulates. It is also 
a space defined by Gordon Matta Clark's Splitting: Four Corners 
(1974), the revealing of architectural skeleton and a reorientation of 
perspectival solidity through the bisecting of a two-story house down 
the middle with a chain saw. This trajectory is too inclusive to be 
conclusive, but somewhere between standing stones, follies, and 
Wunderkammern are some clues to a crooked but inviting path chat 
is erratically signposted. 

This Site 

The authors whose texts are included here explore various installa-
tion projects in relation to their "siting" via a varied set of method-
ologies addressing issues of class, sexuality, cultural identity, race, 
and gender (and redefinitions and disruptions of these constructs) . 
They expand the definition of installation and site-specific work out-
~ide the confines of its primarily Western modernist delineation while 
interrogating and riffing on that very definition. T he project includes 
c~ntributions by a variety of writers, including curators, artists, art 
hist~rians, and critics working from a variety of disciplines, merhod-
ologi~s, and points of view. T his collection endeavors to explore how 
the visual arts practices of installation and site-specific arr resonate 

1977 (continued) 
Mary Lur.oer, Un/,t/ed v,splay 

System. Laser Burning Vidro 
Su1;inne Lacy and I eshe L.at:x,111 1 

In Mourmng and in Rage 
Waller D'.l Mana New York Earth 

Room 
Michael Asher. tnstalla/,on Munsrr.r 
Mary Miss. Pcflmeters. Pav,ltons. 

Decoys. 1977 78 
Kerry rrengrove. An Etght-Oay 

Passage 
Rosalind Krauss. Passages in 

Modern Sculpture 
John Beardsley, Probing the Earth 

Contemporary Land Pro1ects 

1978 
Robert Longo. Sound Distance of a 

Good Man 
SITE Pro1ects. Inc .. Ghost Parking 

Lot 
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha. PasSilges 

Paysages 

1979 
Andy Lipk1s. TreePeople founded 
Mario Merz. Igloo 
Joan Jonas. Upside Down and 

Backwards 
Nancy Holt. ed . The Writings of 

Robert Smithson 
Rosalind Krauss. Sculpture m the 

Expanded Field 
Dieter Roth, Tr,ptychon 

1980 
Ira Schneider. Time Zones 
Douglas Hollis, Field of Vision 
Tom Van Sant, Reflections from 

EiJrth: Shadow Mountam Eye 
Jenny Holzer. The Living Series 
Juan Downey. Venus and Her 

Mirror 
Huayco Eps, Sar,ta Colonia 
Barbara Steinman. Le couple 

dormant 
Michael Schuyt, Joost Elffers. and 

George R. Collins. Fan /as/le 
Arch itecture: Personal and 
Eccentr,c Visions 

1981 
Richard Serra. Tilted Arc 
Cec1ha Vicu~a. An/lvero 
Kim Abeles. Pilgflmage to the 

Wedge. 1981- 87 
llya Kabakov. The Man Who Flew 

into Space from His Apartment. 
1981- 88 

Group Matenal. People's Choice/ 
Arroz con mango 

Jean-Pierre Raynaud. Espace zero 
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1983 
Ma'I Lu.:1cr ()~I<) at Gvernv 
lNrv .o,rter '?i.JOmS & Stones 
Tina 11.rane 0,,,,,.(1/1/ron/Escavc 
Re,nt,a,.• Mucha. Hagen-Vorhalle 
t.1r Hatch founds Caoo Street 

f'•<>,eets 
41an Sonf1st Ar: on the Land 

A Crttica Antholog} of [nv,ron-
mrma Art 

M,chae1 Asher. wm,ngs 1973-1983 
on Works 1969-1979 

Lucy L. ;:ipard Overlay Contempor-
n An and the An of Prehistory 

198-4 
BOider Art Workshoo/Taller de Arte 

F ronter110 founded 
Thierry Kuntzel. Nostos II 
Dolores Hayden founds Power of 

Place 
S:1.an Marshall. A Journal of the 

Plague Year 
S1ud10 Azzurro, Due p,ramid, 
David Wilson founds The Museum 

of JuraSSIC Technology 
Marie Jo uifonta1ne. A las cinco de 

la rarde 

1985 
B,11 V1o·a Theater of Memory 
Douglas Davis TV Is Grear 

Because When You Close Your 
Eyes, IC Sounds Like Radio 

r'.rl)'2t0f Wod1czko. South Afr,can 
Embass1 

J•.A'ge Podnguez end Charles 
AOlamYJO, Onsha/Santos 

l::<.:f'lard Tschum1 and Jacques 
Derrida. P;,rc de la V1llete 

!!r1on Eno. Video Pamtmg 
Tr.I? Guerrilla Girls founded 
l~r,n;, At.1<amq,«'. anr.t Ul;,y, Terra 

deg!, Dea Madre 
IN,,:teK,n Hr .. o/~.aa~Elsa Stansfield 

Frc,m the Museum of Mr!mory 
B Jrntng M;,r ff:'.t11;,I r,r,g,m 

1986 
l'r;,ro:'/ lr,rrr;<,, Thr. IJtl /::JIIJfSh!{J ,,t 5w,ftr,c-ss 
,~~,,_,,, ( Yltnw.t,. A s If M Ptn(}((('S 

VJU/rl Ocw 11e Mr. 
l- rt11;01, l;,;,r, /1115/,e,, 
/-rl11;;n l>1ri<:r, My CallmP, ldll} 

(i,l;,n,j;, l6f)f;/, louu~ ll(M// 
IJartx:cJ W/fl: D,ea111~ M1:1J,,, 
Mytl,•, ,mu M1:x1ca"s 
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wirhin history as well as in relation to contemporar I 
. h y cu ture and ciety and how these practices ave altered, engaged d . so. 

' an inRu 
aspects of contemporary visual culture. In the two op . enced 

_ en1ng essa . 
this volume, James Meyer and M1won Kwon investigar h Y~ 111 

. d' h e t eoretical and conceptual issues surroun mg t e very definition of · . 
. . installar,o 

and site-specific art that can only be briefly touched upo • h' . n 
. . . n Int IS 111-

troduction. They mvesugate what 1s at stake in such defin· • 
ltlons and 

what is at stake in radical positionality vis-a-vis the bendin of h 
f xh.b. . d . Th b · g t e structures o e 1 mon an recept10n. ey nng the debates abou 

installation and site specificity full circle and examine their effica t 
and application both in their historical context and in their impa: 
on 1990s art discourse. James Meyer discusses the "functional site" 
and the "literal site" as processes that are rearticulated and reconfig-
ured via contemporary artists' nomadic narratives. Miwon Kwon ex-
amines the notion of the discursive and the physical in relation co 
"site" in the works of nascent institutional critique and the "unhing-
ing" of site specificity away from its origins in "the pure idealist space 
of dominant modernisms." 

Barbara Maria Stafford, in her contribution to this volume, 
delves into the existence of a libertine anticlassic and antiacademic 
aesthetic as documented in the attitude expressed toward so-called 
Druidic monuments. Focusing on the dispute-revived during the 
first quarter of the eighteenth century-between the Palladian Inigo 
Jones and the Epicurean Walter Charleton concerning the interpre-
tation of Stonehenge, Stafford develops an important antithesis for 
architectural and sculptural monuments between classical, or "liter-

" d b b . G th' "'ll- " memorials. ate, monuments an ar anc, o 1c, or 1 iterate, 
Sean Cubitt writes about constructions of grottoes, gardens, ~d 
fountains in relation to absolute power and allegory, as evidenced 1~ 

what he terms the neobaroque. He outlines how the baroque an 
d h "'mrna-subsequent periods theorize sound, smell, and sight an t e 1 ' 

h con· nent collapse of meaning," constructions he reads across t e . h 
h · Me1g · temporary work of Judith Goddard, Susan Trangmar, C ns 

. . Stellarc, Andrews, Douglas Gordon Daniel Reeves, Keith Piper, ' fiu~ Mona Hatoum, and Ian Hamilton Finlay. He charts the trans g 
1
_ 

. f d ·nco rnont non o the natural-however sensuously reconfigure - 1 

mental artifice. k 
) · rhe so 

Ian Hamilton Finlay's Little Sparta (1966-present is n0· 
b' f • al ·mpulse, r · su Jeer o Susan Stewart's meditation on the allegonc 1 . 5he 
. d b tied sire. enc structure, and nature as both subject an em at d in 

I aki dens an postu ates a teleology of death contained in m ng gar for· 
k. d cal crans ma rng war, both modes conspiring toward a fun amen 
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niati(Hl of nacurc. Sccwan tran·s how these tropes 111a11ifrs1 thcm-
~clvcs in Finl.ty·s dq~i;K ddcnsc of poetry, the poetic object, and 
mcnHny. i\1y css.ty scardws fcJr a ddinition of "the natural" as evi-
dcii..:cd in earthworks. photography, and si te-specific "monuments" 
sirnatt·d in the southwestern deserts of North America, sites fraught 
with pl)litil'.al. utopian , and fantastical interpretive projections. The 
lksert wpos scn·es as subject matter and location for projects by 
John 0ivola, Nancy Holt, Walter De Maria, Dennis Oppenheim, 
·.rnd Jean Tinguely. The es ay skews the intersections of these topo-
graphical investigations and proposes several different constructions 
~f"the natural'' within site specificity as practice in the late twentieth 
(enrury, as prescribed by decayed sublimity, codes of landscape, the 
erasures of use value, and land development within site specificity as 

1986 (continued) 
I1,i~y ~;, hwart, /111ec /lngl,:~ of 

CrJtm/r11;,/1m1 Im M1111rlnr111g 1/11· 
l r1/Jy1111/11ra11 Sri,1cc 

J;irne, Luna. /1,c /11/1/,1c1 Prrx:e 
N;m I loovcr. /.1ghtlV1de() 

/11s /,1//,1/,or, 
James Lee Byars. Ille Spmnmg 

Oracle of Oc/117 
Rita Myers. Rd/ I , Rrse 
Ccha Alvare1 Muno,. Tohdo 
John Ahearn. Bronx Sculpture 

Park. 1986-91 

1987 
Border Art Workshop/Taller de Arte 

Fronterizo. 9 / I The House 
Gone Wrong 

Richard Long. Stonefield 
Peter Fischh and David Weiss, 

Haus 
practice. Andy Goldsworthy. Isle of White 

Alessandra Moctezuma + Leda Ramos uncover issues of site Ulrike Rosenbach. Or-phelia 

h b h h · h c h Dara Birnbaum. Damnation of specificity in t e ur an topograp y w erem t ey perrorm arc itec- Faust 

rural interventions, mapping Latinos' and women's cultural histories Chris Burden, The Reason for the 
Neutron Bomb upon the urban fabric to investigate dislocation, memory, and Ian- Antonio Muntadas. The Board 

guage. They outline their work as a collaborative dialogue between 
Skulptur Pro1ekte Munster. 

Mexican, Central American, and (Los) Angelino architectural sites, 
Room 

exh1b1tion 

from storefronts to historical landmarks-found, designated, and James Wines. De-architecture 

restructured through objects and action. Moctezuma + Ramos are 1988 
fascinated with "Latinos' alternative semiotic landscape" as found in General Idea. The Public and 

Private Domains of the Miss 
religious and commercial signage-street vendors, mobile markets, General Idea Pavilion 

festivals, and other urban, vernacular aesthetic topologies. John Group Material, Education and 
Democracy 

Coleman also discusses the dimensions of memory and personal nar-
ratives that occupy the space of installation. By situating his own 
work, A Prayer for My Son and Myself(1997), in relation to the work 

Ann Hamilton , The Capacity of 
Absorption 

Barbara Bloom, Seven Deadly 
Sins 

Amalia Mesa-Bains, Altar for 
of David Hammons, Ed Kienholz, and Nancy Reddin Kienholz, Dolores de/ Rio 

he discusses how storytelling, object-making, and witnessing inform 
his installation practice. His use of first-person narratives shapes 

May Sun. L.A./River/China/Town 
Lydia Schouten. A Civilization 

without Secrets 

the structure of the essay itself while illustrating his essential attrac- Klaus vom Bruch. Radarraum 
Keigo Yamamoto. The Burnrng 

tion to installation as a form, a form he finds resonant with auto- Sea 
b' h'cal h al d Juan Boza. The Greater 10grap 1 gesture because it "exists within both p ysic an psy- Ceremonies 
chic space." The collapse of alternative spaces, the poetic structures 
of Charles Bukowski, journal entries, and witnessed political cli-
mates all serve as metaphors and markers of Coleman's process, a 
process mirrored in the form of the essay itself as he interleaves these 
disparate · h ·1· · sources to augment the work of the arnsts e un 1zes m 
order to d j' · h' } · e 1neate a center within his own autob1ograp 1ca proJect. 
Ernest Larsen · «c d b. " b d examines the strategy of the roun o Ject as ur an 

etour. The "e d ,, b . l d very ay o jeer disrupts and becomes a smgu ar an 

Wolfgang Laib. The Passageway 
Betye Saar. Secrets and 

Revelations 
Katsuhiro Yamaguchi, Zampim 
Lothar Baumgarten. AMERICA 

Jnvent1on, 1988- 93 
Joseph Kosuth. A Grammatical 

Remark begun 
Victor Lucena. Space Slrock. 

1998-91 
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Me C'1ir Re\llva Field. :990-1993 
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E!-n ; ::P.lh S.-.r.h. ari1 V-:1/,<on 
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1991 
Dav1".l Hammons, Rr.,us1ng th'! 

Rubble 
Vong Phaophanrt, Tok lr1m edean 

kep km bo dai (Whal Falls to 
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personal "accident" on a ci ty street. Through . I 
. . , .i c lance 

wHh llva Kahakov s /\1onument to a lost Glove ( cncount , 1997) la Ct 
mlarcs 1hc spatial an<l temporal monumentality f I ' rsen Pos . . . o t le bod . . 
uon 10 arch1tecmral. economic, and urban topo ra h· Y 111 tela. 
deplovmcnr or the installation of this "found" 0:, p . lc space, 'fhe 

'. . . . Ject 111 a c I 
spc<.· ific posture and 111 an alien site extends cha . u tural!y nee into h 
srancc. His encounter leads him to knit the work of Si appen. 
Gary Hill, and Sherry Millner into a personal essay that:n Leung, 
b. h' · h · at· g afts aut 1ograp 1c narrative overt e systemic re aies of New York 0• 

real estate, the politics of difference, and the collapse of m:rt·world 
I. H' · d fl ' nurnen ta 1ty. 1s 1s a system-an a aneur s ramble-that is · . . topograph· 

cally detoured via the ob1ect. 1• 

C. Ondine Chavoya writes about the early perform b ance- ased 
interventions of the Los Angeles group Asco, who in the 

1 
politicized the public sphere through the performance of bod 

9705 
. y, ac-

tion, and tableau, adaptmg the transgressive via urban and h . et n1c 
detournement.21 Chavoya writes of Asco's spatially politicized aes. 
thetics as critical resistance, actions that postulate real and meta-
phorical occupations of urban sites. By positioning Asco as essen-
tially outside the tenets of the Chicano art movement, Chavoya 
problematizes the historical reception and contemporary narrativiz-
ing of that movement while underscoring Asco's employment of the 
transgressive via public site, engendering community response and 
advocating social change through spatial resistance. Laurence A 
Rickels tabulates disparate sources to disinter a genealogy of media, 
the public space of commerce, and art's "entombment." Examining 
the connective synapses between Stig Sjolund's Titanic II (1988), 
installed in the courtyard of Wilhelmina von Hallwyl's Hallwylska 

I " Museet in Stockholm; America's first serial killer's Chicago "Caste ; 
and Sarah Winchester's San Jose "Mystery Mansion," Rickels posits 
the connectivity and cross talk between the collection, modern tech-

1 'cal . . h h " . fi d . " and its rest· no og1 mvenuon, w at e terms sci- mo ermsm, 
ing place in melancholia, the vampiric, and catastrophe. h' 

. . ks of arc 1-Kevm McMahon exammes how contemporary wor 'th 
. · align WI tecrure, advertisement, and domestic and museum mtenors S d Houses, 

and resite public space. By interweaving the Case tu Y_ . the 
Ma h h.b. . ce within 

rt a Stewart, modern architectural ex I mon spa d Ives 
11 . M Mahon e museum, and the future of housing and dwe mg, c . hin . h' cure wit 

mto homes without sites-the displacement of arc ice~ d elop· 
b · 1· c · h using ev ur an site and museum void. Southern Ca uornia O (ion, 

l 01 re-crea 
ments, installation art as fodder for ahistorica museu h "rhea· 

d . . h ( part oft e an nature domesticated and folded mto ouse as 
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ter of objects") inform McMahon's cri tical medita tion on home, 
house, installation, and institution. John C:. Welchman's essay o n the 
Art RebatdArtt' Reembolso project (1 993) examines a contemporary 
site-specihc work in San Diego by Louis H ock, Liz Sisco, and David 
Avalos that relies on a continuation of Duchamp's debunking of and 
simulrnneous employment of commodity fetish . H e explores how a 
neodadaist gesture is applied in the urban sphere of exchange value 
for 0 ,·ert political purposes. Momentarily located in the politics and 
economics of migrant labor and its border site, Welchman places Art 
Rebate/ Arte Reembolso within a series of contexts and methodolo-
gies through which twentieth-century art has engaged with the theo-
ry and practice of money and the systematic and social operations of 
market capitalism. 

Expanding upon multi-media and technology-based installa-
tion, Chrissie Iles examines the architectural matrix of the gallery 
and museum and how these sites have been reformulated as works of 
projected light and movement that reconfigure perceptual and tem-
poral axes of space. Identifying three historical phases of video and 
film installation-the phenomenological performative, the sculptural, 
and the cinematic-she uncovers the theoretical phenomenological 
bases of the work of Dan Graham , Bruce Nauman, Peter Campus, 
Vito Acconci, Joan Jonas, and Les Levine while outlining the pro-
jected environments of Gary H ill , Stan Douglas, Douglas Gordon, 
and Liisa Roberts within concepts of the panorama, multimedia en-
vironments, and the cinemat ic. 

Bruce Jenkins also examines the museum and the machine, 
exploring how works of film installation have been received and 
theorized within the context of their "installation" as determined by 
issues of temporality and filmic "presence." H e explores how the ex-
istence of film has redefined the very way in which we understand 
the work of art. More than fifty years after Walter Benjamin's death 
and nearly a hundred years after the birth of cinema, Jenkins con-
tends that film continues to reside-now in the company of video, 
~olography, and new forms of computer-based imaging--on a fault 
line discernible only well below the surface of the art-world infra-
s~rucrure. Jenkins positions the film object in relation to issues of 
site, temporaliry, and histo ricity across works that range from Joseph 
C.,ornell to Chantal Akerman. 
. Colin Gardner offers a close reading o f D iana T hater's video 
installation Ch · ( · · f · s . ma 1996). His reading questions the theonzmg o site 
Pec1ficity through h d . l . l f . . 1· I h sp •a1 t e 1a ecuca tenets o minima ism , name y t e 

at1 and te 1 · . mpora interrelationship between the object, the viewer, 

1991 (continued) 
/t,c r.1011ntf hul CannfJ/ 81! 
fR/tm) 

Lorna Simpson. Five Rooms 
Jo<;eph Kosuth. Ari RIie, Phrtosoµhy 

and Aller Collected Wrrtrngs. 
1966 / 990 

Sophie Calle. The Hole/ Senes 

1992 
Coco Fusco and Guillermo G6mez-

Pena, The Year of the Whrle 
Bear (Two Undiscovered 
Amerindians Visit Madrid) 

Maria Fernanda Cardoso. Flag 
Mona Hatoum. Light Sentence 
Anselm Kiefer. Women of the 

Revolution 
Richard Jackson, l .(J00 Clocks 
Katharina Fritsch . Rat King 
Tadash, Kawamata. Project on 

Roosevelt Island 
Herman Prigann, Ring der 

Erinnerung (Ring of Memory! 
Raul Ruiz. All the Evil in Men 
Pep6n Osorio. Scene of the Crime 

(Whose Crime?) 
Patrick Werkner. Land Art U.S.A. 
Houston Conwill, Estella Conwill 

MaJozo, and Joseph de Pace. 
Sta tions of the Underground 
Railway 

1993 
Johannes Mashego Segogela, 

Bunal of Apartheid 
Mierle Laderman Ukeles. A Bliz-

zard of Released and Agitated 
Materials in Flux 

Nils-Udo, Hain, Romantic 
Landscape 

Nobuho Nagasawa. Toyo Miyatake"s 
Camera 

Andrew Benjamin. ed., Installation 
Art 

Jan Butterfield. The Art of Light 
and Space 

Gilles A. liberghien. Land Art 
Jochen Gerz, Vivre 
Derek Jarman. Blue 

1994 
Portia Munson. Pink Project Table 
Pinaree Sanpitak, Confident Bodies 
Marcel Odenbach, Make a Fist in 

the Pocket 
Anna O'Cain, The Room That Was 

My Family 
Fred Wilson. Insight: In Sile: In 

Sight: Incite: Memory 
Chris Marker, Silent Movie. 

1994- 95 
Nicolas de Oliveira , Nicola Oxley. 

and Michael Petry. lnstalfatron 
Art 
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I I ovcnll context. He dccomtruct.~ these tr d ' . 
1995 anl. t ,c . . . . a ittonal b 
Hiroshi Tesh,gahara. MonomentJI . hidi he art 1cubtcs as I lcgcl1an , t·hrough a r OlJlld ancs, w . .. · eson to · 

lkebana I · . · I theoretical sources, part1cularly (,dies Del . nolldia. 
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Ant,,n l\,lr<.ll'l. lt'"'•1'~
1 I . L0 ' \I\ l'Ssay that focuses 0 11 the paradox of memo . rm t~, 
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11.i 1(- ,"\a'-1''. ~, ,fc,tn,: w•t" th<' 

t i,J~ .. ,,r 
_,, .... ~n P.f'ct ",1c..lf'v (;ar(irn,;;. c,f 

'?c~.a,,,,, f"n-cinments bv 
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. 1 ,·rs "haunting.'' Technological apparatus, autobiogra h erno,y .1110 C • • • P Y, and1 shifting fo rm of electrontc media delineate the basis of C he 
· h " b. " f h l · arnpbe11· ,ro1·ect. integrating t e o 1ect o tee no ogy into the si te h' s 

f . f h . w tie re 
configuring constructions o memory, t e mimetic, and the subli · 
ultimately arriving at closure o nly through the viewer's com I . me, 

. . P etton of 
rhe loop of productton and receptton. 

Catherine Lord's essay inserts lost subjectivity and auth h· . . ors ip 
back into the archive, constructmg a modern-day Wunderk . . . amm~ 
as a counter to h1stoncal erasure. Focusmg on her collaborativ . . . . . e ptOJ· 
ect with M1ll1e Wilson, Something Borrowed (1995), a site-specific 
inscal!ation/public art project chat addressed issues of a fictive queer 
community and lesbian visibility/invisibility, Lord writes of the col-
laborative process as a way to develop and register a lesbian presence 
in a setting of varied conservatisms: the avant-garde arc world, the 
setting of a historical museum, and the Catholic state. She locates 
their interest as coauthors at the intersection of homosexuality in 
relation to anthropology and proposes Something Borrowed as a sire 
that would both record and invent a lesbian community as con• 
structed through a subcultural insistence on appropriating and re· 
defining dominant codes outside heterosexuality's borders. Tiffany 
Ana Lopez examines Pepon Osorio's elaborate barbershop collec-
tions and narrative rearrangements as interpreters and constructors 
of community. Both Lord and Lopez explore the absented and the 
removed, focusing on works of art that reinstall "disappeared" hisro-
ries. Osorio employs fabricated environments made up of found 
comm ercial objects and constructed "evidence," which he uses ro 
stage theatrical installations that, Lopez asserts, reflect and interro-
gate the social and ideological constructions of Latino popul~ cul· 
cure, familial relationships, and community. T his essay specificall~ 
focuses on a shift within Osorio's work engendered by th_e use 

0
• 

'd d · · cnx Con vi eo an its connection to the body as performauve ma · 
trove d d b ·b·I· mainscreaJll rsy an e ate surrounding issues of access1 1 icy ro . . he . . . . . . within r 
institutions and what this does to the politics of identity 
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k 0 1. ·trt -ire {'Xamincd in conjunction with issues of visibility anJ wor , · 
the relationship between representations of the boJy (imaging) anJ 
the imagining l>f community. Amelia Jones traces the legacy of 
ininindism and examines it in light of questions of subjectivity and 
sicu:Hional aesthetics in relation to works of contemporary installa-
tion. which. she argues, move the body into site as subject. She ex-
plores che intersection between body arc and installation as these two 
rypcs of practice came together in the late 1960s and early 1970s 
through,, model of spatial politics revolving around the gallery as a 
'\•ommunity" space. Jones traces the impact of phenomenology on 
the work of artists and theoreticians such as Robert Morris, Michael 
Fried. Vito Acconci, Joseph Santarromana, and Adrian Piper as they 
po c or suppress questions of intersubjective desires and assumptions 
that play off the artists' and the audiences' assumed identities. By 
reconstructing and revisiting the debates surrounding installation as 
a practice growing out of minimalism's aegis, Jones promises a com-
plex and problematized rendering of installation art and its relation 
ro myriad sites of shifting subjectivities. 

Artists investigate urban topographies as sites of resistance, the 
human form is configured and employed as ideologically resonant, 
and spatial rearrangements compel a reassessment of perceptual 
boundaries. Given the dearth of serious critical arrd theoretical atten-
tion that installation as a visual arts practice has garnered, this book is 
designed to fill the gap between its identification as a medium of artis-
tic expression and as a site in which to expand the definition of the art-
work. This anthology proposes itself as a conceptual and temporal site 
of exchange, detoumement, detour, assessment, play, and speculation. 

A space exists when one takes into consideration vectors of direc-
cion, velocities, and time variables. Thus space is composed of 
intersections of mobile elements. It is in a sense actuated by the 
ensemble of movements deployed within it. Space occurs as the 
effect produced by the operations that orient it, situate it, tempo-
ralize it, and make it function in a polyvalent unity of conflictual 
programs or contractual proximities. On this view, in relation to 
place, space is like the word when it is spoken, that is, when it is 
caught in the ambiguity of an actuali1.,ation, transformed into a 
term dependent upon different conventions, situated as an act of 
a present (or of a time) , and modified by the transformations 
caused by successive contexts. In contradistinction to the place, it 
has thus none of the univocality or stability of a "proper." In 
short, space is a practiced plaa .22 
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I would like to situate this book within de Certeau's "practic d 
. • • e space " · 

ing installarion alongsiJe o ngorng pol meal and cultural activities-as a ' l~taPos. 
· · · I 11 ·I I b I · · I pract,c mc<l111m all,nl with anl para l Ct Y or 1er current cr1t1ca and an,· · d· c and 

. . . s t1c •scour a 
I hope 10 u·L·atc an ongomg su e of exchange, pleasure interro . ses. 
. . . , .· ' gac1on, Phan 

.111d i1wcst1gat11rn that can aJdress one o f the most elusive but dorninanc c tasrn, 
· ·• h · I rorrns n:ntly at play in the held oft e v1sua · cur. 

Notes 
I . For., l'.om:isc and ~ho ~~~tful introd_uction to the ~isto ry of in_sta!lation an , sec Mic 

,\rd,cr. " 'lcl\vards lnstallano n , in Imt11llat1011 Art, ed. Nicola de Oliveira, Nicola Oxl hae1 
1ichacl Petry (Londo n: Thames and Hudso n , 1994) ; see also Peter Selz, "Installations E ey,_ and 

men ts . and Sites." in Theories 1111d Documents of Contemporary Art: A Sourceboo/ ,l'nv,r~n-
. · · S I (8 k I · U . · f · · 0

1 Art111J' \Yh ting-s. ed . Knsnne Snles and Peter z " e r e ey. . mversity o C al1forn1a Press, 1996). 
2. A.~ defined by Geo rge R. C ollms, Soft Architecture .. . refuses to use the ro 

d d . · · f I b Th · p cesscs of 
Product ion industrial procedures, an 1v1s1on o a or. . . . at is, soft architectu . ' . . . re tried to 
csrablish new rclano nships between producer a nd user (often the same person) It -15 . 1 · . . · tnvo ved 
in new relatio ns between ~fan_ and N ature in its respect for e~osystems, and its refusal 

10 
squander energy and materials; 1t pursues autono my. It proposes itself as a possibili ty of . 

h. h . . d .. d al poeuc expressio n and total realization w IC permits an in 1v1 u to recover his integrity b · Y non. 
specialized work, rejecting any division between the intellectual and manual. In its methods of 
productio n it must be artisan, and for obvio us reasons i~ is o~en .self-built; it replaces the proj-
ect abo ut space- making by the process o f space-making; it wishes to be anti-monumental 
not rhetorical, but poetic." The journal Architecture d'Aujourd'hui as quoted in Famasri; 
Architecture: Personal and Eccentric Visiom, ed. Michael chuyt and Joost Elffers (New York: 
Abrams, 1980) , 11. Originally published as Phantastische Architektur (Cologne: DuMont 
Buchverlag, 1980). 

3. See time line alongside Introduction text. 
4. Lucy Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerializntton of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972 

(New Yo rk: Praeger, 1973), is a conceptual a rt object in ,md o f itself In her insistence on cura-
torial po int of view identified as political and ideo lo gical ly const ruc ted , Lippard invents a docu-
ment that is a period-specific autocritique o f art c ritic i~m a~ a<..t. T he boo k as object enacts a 
radicalization of form that is germane to o ur study of ins rallarion as it enacts a disruption of 
chronology and linear index. As Lippard states of the p roject: "T he anti- individualistic bias of 
its form (no single artist's sequential development o r contrib utio n can be traced without the 
help of the index) will hopefully emphasize t iming , variety, fragmentatio n , and interrelation-
ships above all. In fact, I have included some of the work he re because it illustrates connections 
to or even exploitations of other, stronger wo rk, or repe titio n o f ideas considered from very 
different viewpoints, or how far certain ideas can be taken before they become exhausted or to-
tally absurd. In any case, I enjoy the prospect of forc ing the reader to make up his or her own 
mind when confronted with such a curious mass of information" (6). 

5. D aniel Buren, " Like a Palimpsest; or, The M etamo rphosis of an Image," in Cont':''" 
porary Sculpture Projects in Munster, I997, ed . Klaus Bussmann, Kasper Konig, and Florian 
Manner (Munster: Verlag Gerd Hatje, 1997) , 79. 

6- H e continues by identifying sculpture's expansion into site and the space that is un· 
leashed and circumscribed within site specificity. "This paradox qua sculpture is focused in che 
Prob) · f · 'Th b" b · · · ' Serra em O site. e 1ggest reak m the history of sculpture in the twentieth century, 

• 
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has remarked, 'occurred when the pedestal was removed,' which he.: reads as a shift from the 
rt.al space of the monument to the 'behavioral ' s11acc.: of rhe viewer ' Yet ·1s a dialectical 

01emo · . · , . 
vent this break opened up another traic.:ctory as well: with its pedestal removed, sculpture was 

;rce not only to descend into the m:acrialist world of 'behavioral space' hut also to ascend into 
_
111 

idealist world beyond any specific site." Hal Foster, "The Un/making of Sculpture," in 
Richard Semi: Smlptu.rc, 1985-1998, ed. Russell 1:erguson, Anthony McCall , and Clara Weyergraf-
Serra (Los Angeles: The Museum of Contemporary Art and Gdttingen: Steidl, 1998), r7-18. 

1;0 . rcr is quoting Serra from "Interview with Richard Serra," in Richard Serra: Torqued Ellipses, 
lw Richard Serra (New York: Dia Center for the Arts, 1997), 26. 
· 7. Benjamin Buchloh's "Michael Asher and the Conclusion of Modernist Sculpture," 

in Pnformance Text(e)s & Documents, ed. Chantal Pontbriand (Montreal: Parachute, 1981), 
alongside Rosalind Krauss's "Sculpture in the Expanded Field," in The Originality of the Avant-
G,rrde and Other Modernist Myths (Boston: MIT Press, 1985), serves as an indispensable open-
ing up of the discourse of sculpture. Both texts definitively and fundamentally alter the terms 
of reception of the arc object and propose installation as identity and gesture outside and in 
contradistinction to prior descriptors of modernist sculptural discourse. 

8. For collections of writings and images specific to land art and earth art, see Alan Son fist, 
ed., Art in the land: A Critical Anthology of Environmental Art (New York: Dutton, 1983); John 
Beardsley, Earthworks and Beyond (New York: Abbeville Press, 1989); Gilles A. Tiberghien, land 
Art (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1995); Francisco Asensio Cerver, Landscape Art 
(Barcelona: World of Environmental Design Press, 1995); and Jeffrey Kastner, ed. , Land and 
Environmental Art (Themes ,md Movements) (London: Phaidon Press, 1998). 

9. Douglas Crimp, " Redefining Site Specificity," in On the Museum's Ruins (Cambridge: 
MIT Press, 1993), 154. 

10. Ibid. , 153. 
11. There are several intrigu ing works that deal in depth with the Wunderkammer from a 

historical perspective; see Barbara M aria Stafford, Body Criticism: Imaging the Unseen in En-
lightenment Art and Medicine (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991) and Artful Science: Enlightenment 
Entertainment and the Eclipse of Visual Education (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1995). For its ap-
plication to David Wilson's extraordinary contemporary project, The Museum of Jurassic 
'Techno/.ogy, see Lawrence Weschler, Mr. Wilson's Cabinet of Wonders (New York: Pantheon, 
1995). For a specific discussion of the Kunstkammer, please see Horst Bredekarnp's The Lure of 
Antiquity and the Cult of the Machine (Princeton, N.J.: Markus Wiener, 1995). 

12. Stafford, Body Criticism, 29. 
13. Schuyt and Elffers, eds., Fantastic Architecture, 243-44. 
14. See John Beardsley, Gardens of Revelation: Environments by Visionary Artists (New York: 

Abbeville Press, 1995). 
. I 5. Lowery S. Sims, "Betye Saar: A Primer for Installation Work," in Betye Saar: Resurrec-

tion: Site Installations, I977-I987 (Fullerton: California State Art Gallery, 1988), 1. See also 
I~hmael Reed on Betye Saar's employment of recycled aura and material decay and their rela-
tion to "f, lk" . "S D . . h S ,, . r'h A ,I' B d 0 111 aar ust: An Interview wit Betye aar, m 1, e rt o1 etye an 
Alison Saa . s D. I • l u . . f C l'f, . w · h r. ecrets, zawgues, and Revelations (Los Ange es: n1vers1ty o a I orn1a, 1g t 
An Gallery, 1991), 32: "Methane gas, the stuff that emanates from junk, is used in the process 
of making diamonds. It could be said that the Saars take the dust of things and, from this dust, 
create ks f L'fi · · wor o an. Betye Saar's work often has the glitter of diamonds. Saar Dust. 1 e ansmg 
/om mud. From 'garbage.' From 'junk.' Dust to dust. Her work is about the processes of t:~-the ~nergetic high-tech materials that entered her work during her stint at MIT as well as 

e materials of decay, of fading memories, of nostalgia. Oldies, but goodies. She makes a 
~trong ~late r mem ,or resurrection . For renewal." 
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16. John Beardsley, (,i,rdem of Re11e!t11:io11: t'nvironments bv v;· · 
• . . J iszonary Artists 

I 7. Th1d., 35. • 157-59_ 
18. For ;1 tit rt her l'xarninarion, sec Guy Brett, "The Proposal of L . 

\ '£,iblr: An l:.t/i1>timl 7h111t·rw· of 7iut•ntinh-Century Art, ed. M C thyg'.a Clark," in Ins·-' 
r . . Ja enne d Z zwe th bridge: MIT Prt·ss, 1996). e egher (C t 

' 1 ') . Set· Amdi:1 Jones'.., discussion of Mile ofStringand I2oo Bags ofC 
1

. alll. 
,md thr l:,1({<'1lderin({o1i\111rr:el Duchamp (Cambridge: Cambridge Unive . oap 111 Postmodern · . • . .. '-'. . . rsity ress, 1 1J111 

20. h)r a d1scuss1011 of body and performance art 111 relation to the 6. 994), 77_
79 . d G h o Jeer esp . . r~ffd ro rhe Gurai group, American an erman appenings and pe fi • ecialJy in ' . . ' r ormance 19-os . . cc P:tUI Schunmel, ed., Out of Acttons: Between Pe,formance and the Ob . art of the 

( 1 ew York: Thames and Hudson; Los Angeles: Museum of Contemporary Ar ']ect, 1949-1979 
well Amelia Jones, Body Art/Pe,forming the Subject (Minneapolis: Universityt, f 1998!· See as 

0 Minne Pr~. 1998). Sota 
2 I . Dltournementwas one of several practices employed by the Situationist I . 

ak d . ll l . nternattonaJ a movement of artisrs, filmm ers, an rnte ectua s 111 France that constructed • . • 
. sauattons-pol i rical disruptions via media, street act10ns, film, and manifestos. "Short for: det 

. . ournement 
of preexisting aest~etic elem~~ts. The 1~tegrat10n of present or ~ast ~rtistic production into a 
superior construct10n of a m1l1eu. In this sense there can be no S1tuat1onist painting or . 

. . . . music, 
but only a Situatiomst use of these means. In a more pnm1t1ve sense, detournement within the 
old cul rural spheres is a method of propaganda, a method that testifies to the wearing out and 
loss of importance of those spheres." As defined in Elisabeth Sussman, ed. , On the Passage ofa 
Few People through a Rather Brief Moment in Time: The Situationist International 1957-1912 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989), 199. 

22. Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984), II7 (emphasis in original) . 


